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SME
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Introduction
This document is in accordance with the the Technical specifications drawn by the Municipality of
Varna with regard to the activities under the following project: “Regional and Transport
Development in the Danube-Black Sea Region towards a Transnational Multiport Gateway Region” –
gateway to the Caspian Region and the Far East” financed under the Danube Transnational
Programme 2014 – 2020.
The document represents a “Regional action plan” covering the following topics:
 Overview of the measures in the Danube - Black sea Roadmap and the importance of the
Port of Varna and its hinterland in the context of the document and the location of the
region of Varna;
 Summary of the “Research on the Potential for Development of the Port of Varna
Hinterland, incl. Industrial Zones and Synergy of the DBS Region - Central Asia - Far East
Cargo Traffic, as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development Strategy for the DBS Gateway
Region”
 Description of ten important measures recommended to be included in the Roadmap as
they address in the best possible way the needs and objectives of the development of the
Port of Varna and its hinterland
 Analytical argumentation of the selection of the measures and their connection with other
measures/regions in the Roadmap, in line with their importance
In its introductory part the document makes a brief overview of the measures/projects to be
implemented under the Danube - Black Sea Roadmap. The focus is put on the opportunities and the
potential for investment in the Port of Varna and its hinterland.
In the summary of the “Research on the Potential for Development of the Port of Varna Hinterland,
incl. Industrial Zones and Synergy of the DBS Region - Central Asia - Far East Cargo Traffic, as an
Element of the Joint Vision - Development Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region” the attention is on
the four transport projects to be prioritized by the municipality of Varna. These projects are proven
to be of special importance for the Port of Varna as transport gateway for the movement of
passengers and goods between Western and Central Europe, the Caucasus, the Caspian Region and
the Far East.
The essence of this document is the description of ten important measures which are recommended
to be included in the Roadmap as they address in the best possible way the needs and objectives of
the development plan of the Port of Varna and its hinterland. These are presented in a table format,
specified in the Danube - Black Sea Roadmap. Each of these projects has been analysed from the
viewpoing of the key factors for its implementation. For every project the beneficiaries, responsible
institutions, main implementation steps, the timeline and indicative budget have been identified. In
addition, best practices of similar projects have been proposed.
In its conclusion the document deals with the analytical argumentation of the selection of the
priority measures. The ten measures proposed to be included in the Varna action plan have been
analyzed against the following criteria:
 Relation to strategic documents;
 Specific regional challenges they address;
 Connection to other projects in the Roadmap;
 Expected effect from the implementation of the measures
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Overview of the measures included in the Road map for the Danube - Black sea region and
the importance of the Port of Varna and its hinterland in the context of the document and
the location of the region of Varna
The „DBS Gateway Region” project is funded under the “Interreg Europe 2014 – 2020” program and
aims at supporting the Danube - Black Sea region to become one of the most dynamic, attractive and
growing parts of Europe – a gateway for commercial exchange with the Caucasus, the Caspian
Region and the Far East. For this purpose all countries participating in the region are called upon to
focus their efforts on promoting the intensity and quality of the cooperation between the ports in
the region and all key stakeholders.
In this connection, a Roadmap should be developed to include the most important priority measures
and areas of intervention. Based on this road map, each participant in the project will need to
present a regional Action Plan describing the concrete measures.
During the project implementation several studies and analyses have been conducted which
resulted in identification of the following priority areas of intervention:
1. Economic Development of the Countries of the Danube - Black Sea region;
2. Legal issues;
3. Marketing;
4. Cooperation and organization;
5. Infrastructure;
6. Research, innovations and technologies;
7. Services
The identification of the appropriate priority areas helped the stakeholders to specify in a better way
the following measures which have to be carried out in order to achieve the objectives:
> Development of business initiatives for setting up science and technology centers and parks;
> Improvement of the local and adjacent infrastructure environment in order to facilitate
mobility, transport security and interoperability between modes;
> Ensure adequate terminal infrastructure in the region and turn it into reliable, sustainable
and functional intermodal hubs;
> Building a large-scale network of links between road and rail transport as a basis for
developing business models based on the connection between sea and river transport with
end users and customers;
> Upgrading and purchasing appropriate port facilities to ensure better and more reliable
services;
> Improvement of rail and road infrastructure within the sea and river ports;
> Transforming the ports into intermodal hubs by optimizing business processes and models
based on the demand for specific transport services from the hinterland and their role
within international and regional logistical links;
> Improvement of the Danube - Black Sea regional connections and achieve year-round
sustainability of the Danube River transport communications (Improve Danube navigation
through full implementation of the European River Information System - RIS) by ensuring
effective maintenance of water infrastructure;
> Ensuring uniform and harmonized international standards and implementing the relevant
European legislation;
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Providing a unified approach to customs and border services for faster cargo handling;
Enhance environmental protection measures and policies, and above all stimulate
environmental measures in the delivery of transport services;
Ensure competitive market environment by introducing a transparent system for
determining infrastructure charges;
Increased presence in the transport market by presenting the advantages offered by the
ports and the region;
Presentation of the advantages of water transport in terms of environmental protection;
Provide a reliable system for sharing information and data between ports to better optimize
the processes and activities of providing transport and logistical services;
Improving the interaction between infrastructure operators in order to ensure good and
reliable navigation and elaboration of common plans for maintenance of free shipping;
Development and provision of joint services, as well as access to them

Bearing in mind that the priority areas and measures are very important to establish the Region of
Varna as an economic zone, a study called “Research of the potential for the development of the
Port of Varna hinterland as well as the development of industrial zones and improvement of Danube
Black Sea – Far East transport flows as part of the Danube – Black Sea Joint vision strategy” was
conducted. The research outlined 4 priority operations in the field of transport and infrastructure.
It is believed that the implementation of the operations will help achieve the objectives of the
Region of Varna and improve the interoperability between the maritime and inland waterways as
well as the Varna hinterland. In addition to these 4 operations another 6 priority operations have
been defined. These are seen as very important for the realization of the concept for Varna to
become a natural gateway to Asia.
The operations are in the field of scientific research, new technologies, tourism, services and
environmental protection. The importance of the horizontal principle of promoting joint cooperation
in areas where the Region of Varna has specific knowledge and potential for development is also
emphasized. The analysis of the projects showed that they all individually and among themselves are
essential for making the Region of Varna an attractive place for investment and growth as well as for
the inclusion of the city in the networks of economic zones that provide the Danube - Black Sea
region with a wide range of opportunities and alternatives for sustainable economic development.
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Summary of the “Research on the Potential for Development of Port of Varna Hinterland,
incl. Industrial Zones and Synergy of the DBS Region–Central Asia–Far East Cargo Traffic,
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region”
In 2017 an analysis of the economic, regional and logistical development of the region of Varna as
part of the Danube-Black Sea region was conducted. The document is entitled “Research on the
Potential for Development of Port of Varna Hinterland, incl. Industrial Zones and Synergy of the DBS
Region–Central Asia–Far East Cargo Traffic, as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development Strategy
for the DBS Gateway Region”.
In reality this study is a strategic document for the economic and logistical development of the
entire region of Varna together with the development of the Port of Varna – the most important
element in the region from the viewpoint of transport, logistics and economy.
The study is focused on analyzing the “hinterland” of the Port of Varna. “Hinterland” is a
geographical and economic term, and it represents all origin/destination centres within. This term
represents in the best possible way what the region of Varna is from a transport point of view.
As a result of the analysis of the policies and objectives for the development of the water transport
at European and regional level, the analysis of the boundaries and the structure of the regions of
Varna and Ruse (a natural partner of Varna), the study confirms the vision of Port Varna as a
transport gateway between Central and Western Europe, on the one hand, and the Caucasus, the
Caspian Region and the Far East, on the other. An essential component for the realization of this
concept is the road section Varna - Ruse. The Region of Ruse is the natural connection of the Region
of Varna with the Danube River – the cargo can be directed from the Port of Varna to the Ruse Port
on the Danube River and then to Central and Western Europe (in particular the Danube region) and
vice versa.
In the analysis of Port of Varna it is noted that the Ferryboat Complex - Varna has a surplus of
capacity. Therefore significantly larger quantities of cargo can be transported and processed through
it. The more active use of the Ferryboat Complex - Varna should be considered as a strategic task
and an opportunity to attract more cargo from Europe to the Caucasus and the Far East and vice
versa. In the area of the Black Sea, only in the Ferryboat Complex - Varna a quick change of the
bogies of the Russian standard vehicles (1520 mm) to a European standard (1435 mm) can be
offered. With these unique technological capabilities, Port of Varna as a whole provides for the
Danube Region a strategic opportunity to transport freight by rail to the Caspian Region and the Far
East without any additional reloading. This increases the competitiveness of the region and the
possibility of attracting new freight. The analysis argues that this technology needs to be more
actively used but also that investment needs to be made to restore and maintain the existing
infrastructure.
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Figure 1: Ferryboat complex Varna
The survey provides a comprehensive overview of the socio-economic situation of the Region of
Varna, which can be summarized as follows:
> Varna is a multimodal center with 4 active modes of transport (sea, rail, road, air) with
strategic geographic location in the Danube - Black Sea Region;
> Varna has transport infrastructure – port capacities related to railway capacities, automobile
capacities with conditions for combined transfers on the logistical chain "sea/road/rail/air ";
> Varna has raw materials with the potential to generate freight flows and development by
attracting foreign investment;
> Varna has developed structure-defining industries – chemical industry, transport
engineering, mineral raw materials, food industry, with the potential to generate flows;
> Varna has a developed agricultural sector in the presence of high-quality arable land and
favorable agro-climatic conditions for plant growing and grain production with the potential
to generate flows;
> In the aspect of the city-port system Varna is distinguished by the developmental balance of
both elements, i.e. it represents a city center with national and transnational importance, on
the one hand and, on the other, represents a significant maritime transport center - an
eastern transport gateway and a link between Europe and the East;
> Varna has scientific institutions and higher education institutions and a scientific potential
for the development of high-tech products. It develops specialists for the maritime industry;
> Varna has a developed tourist function along the coast and opportunities for its enrichment,
including the natural and cultural resources of the hinterland;
> Varna has energy security and conditions for use of renewable energy sources
The Port of Varna is a predominantly export port. Traffic flows that have been processed in recent
years are relatively stable, have a positive development trend and key loads are:
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>
>
>

Grain;
Containers;
Heavy oversized freight.

As mentioned above, the study focuses on the so-called "Hinterland" of the Port of Varna. The main
part of the hinterland of the Port of Varna is geographically characterized by a natural spatial
constraint - Danube River to the north, the Balkan Mountains to the south. The most important
point of the hinterland is the district of Varna, which can be divided into two main points for the
origin and destination of freight flows - Devnya (over 3 million tons of freight per year) and Varna
(over 0.5 million tons of freight per year). The geographical hinterland is stable, traditional,
dominant and predominantly export-oriented. There is a potential for the expansion of the
hinterland (and as a consequence for growth of the origin and destination flows) as a function of the
development of the industry and as a result of the development of the industrial zones. It is believed
that re-activating the role of Ferryboat Complex - Varna will create conditions for attracting transit
freight flows. It can be argued that the hinterland of the harbor and the attracted freight flows have
potential for growth.
In Varna, the industrial zones play an important role in the process of attracting and/or generating
additional loads/freight. Economic Zone - Ruse and Transit Trade Zone - Varna are of special interest
for the Region of Varna.
The study further examines the position of Port of Varna in relation to other ports, which affect its
operations. It is stated that the Port of Constanta is in direct competition with the Port of Varna and
has a strong influence on its activities. The impact of the Port of Thessaloniki is also being
considered.
The analysis of the hinterland of the port of Varna specifies the most important factors in terms of
transport and logistics that can help fulfill the vision of Varna to become an important transport
gateway beteween Europe and Asia as follows:
 The final completion of Hemus Motorway, planned to connect Sofia with Varna, will improve
the transport connectivity of Port of Varna with its hinterland, including the capital of
Bulgaria – Sofia;
 The corridor with major significance for the DBS Gateway Region Project is the Rhine ;Danube TEN-T Corridor;
 Of similarly significant importance is the Orient/East-Med TEN-T corridor which will allow
Greece to obtain access to Varna Ferry Complex (i.e. this is the link of Greece to Russia and
the Caucasus);
 Port of Varna stands at an approximately equal distance from both corridors, and the link to
both is by railway;
 The Pan- European transport corridors VIII and IX;
 Connectivity of Varna along the axis „north-south” is possble to take place via the
construction of the Black Sea Motorway (Varna - Burgas), as a part of Pan-European
transport corridor VIII;
 Egnatia highway;
 Black Sea Ring Highway;
 Euro-asian corridor TRACECA;
 The importance of the countries in the Caucasus and Central Asia is taken into account:
Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazachstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kirgizstan, and Tadjikistan.
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These countries have great potential and are a reliable partner of the EU, since today’s cargo
exchange amounts to about EUR 35 billion, and their share amounts to 1-2% of the cargo
exchange between the EU and foreign states. Attracting this freight flows to TRACECA would
help turn Varna into a major gateway and link between East and the West;
The “One Belt - One Road” initiative. It is believed that Varna has a unique location on the
route of “One Belt - One Road”. Bulgaria must make its claim in this regard through the use
of TRACECA via Poti (Georgia), thus linking China and Europe. This would ensure that freight
flows have seamless alternative rail route between China and Europe as a middle corridor
between the two other corridors: the one through Russia (Northern corridor) and the
corridor through Iran and Turkey. This concept can be fulfilled through the active use of
gateway Varna and Varna Ferry Complex.

The study marks the significance of the Port of Ruse for Varna. Varna connects with the Danube
River most efficiently via the road section Varna - Ruse and the Port of Ruse. Port of Ruse is the
largest Bulgarian river port and has a favorable geographical position, significant port capacities and
technological opportunities. It should be seen as a natural partner for the transformation of Region
of Varna into a transport gateway – an important logistical centre and an essential factor for the
development of the Danube - Black Sea Region.
The study reviews the active discussions held between all stakeholders in order to identify the
priority projects for Varna. As a result of these discussions and the analyses carried out, the
following key project proposals have been made. These proposals can ensure better connectivity of
Varna within the Danube - Black Sea region:
1. Construction of a two-way electrified and robotized Varna-Ruse railway link;
2. Construction of Black Sea Motorway, with priority in the route Varna – Burgas;
3. Provisions for a speed route between Varna and Ruse, continuing the further
improvement of Shumen-Ruse First Class Road.
The study makes an additional proposal for a priority project as follows:
4. Using the Varna Ferryboat Complex in line with its technological capabilities in order to
create a logistical link between Europe and the Far East.
It is believed that through the implementation of the above four transport projects, the region of
Varna will receive a significant boost to become a major transport gateway for freight transport
between Western and Central Europe, the Caucasus, the Caspian Sea and the Far East.
The study formulates and clarifies the vision and objectives for the development of the
transport/logistics sector of the Port of Varna as an element in the Danube - Black Sea Region.
Emphasis is placed on increasing the use of water transport by attracting cargo from the road and
railway transport. The connection of the Port of Varna to the Danube is via the Varna - Ruse railway
line and the Port of Ruse. After that the freight flows via the waterways reach the markets of Central
and Western Europe. Again, via the Port of Varna (Ferryboat Complex - Varna) there is a sea route to
the Caucasus Region and the Far East, where without additional reloading operations the cargo can
reach China and back from China via Varna to Europe.
From this perspective, the strategic objectives of Region of Varna are:
1. Strategic goal 1:
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 Region of Varna with its port as a transport gateway to expand the supply of high-quality,
reliable, predictable, specialized, safe and secure cargo handling services (import, export,
transit);
 In the hinterland harbor, including industrial zones, conditions should be created to
increase the generated goods (points of origin/export), goods consumed (points of
destination/consumption - imports) and ancillary services (including logistical)
2. Strategic objective 2: Region of Varna to become an active participant in the inland waterway
transport in the Danube - Black Sea Region, integrating fully into the international logistics chain;
3. Strategic objective 3: Inland waterway services in the Danube - Black Sea Region and Region of
Varna as part of it to compete successfully in international and emerging freight transport
markets

In addition, the efforts of national and local authorities and stakeholders should also focus on:
> Conversion of individual ports in Port of Varna complex into logistical centers and
achievement of functional specialization based on specific transport demand in their
hinterland and their role in the logistical chain;
> Modernization of ports and optimization of capacity and available capacities;
> Despite the fact that Port of Varna has a reserve of capacity and can handle significantly
more cargo than the current cargo flows, it is necessary to build additional specialized port
infrastructure;
> Improving the link between inland waterway ports and Black Sea ports by:
 Construction of two-way electrified and robotized railway connection Varna -Ruse;
 Provision of a fast-track Varna - Ruse route through the completion of the current firstclass road Shumen-Ruse and its transformation into the Shumen-Ruse highway and its
interconnection with the Hemus highway;
 Construction of the "Black Sea" motorway, with priority of the section: Varna-Burgas
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Priority measures in the Roadmap addressing in the best possible way the needs and
objectives of the development of the Port of Varna and its hinterland
As a result of the criteria detailed in the next chapter, the following ten measures, which should be
included in the Regional Action Plan for the Port of Varna and its hinterland as an element of the
Danube-Black Sea Roadmap, have been identified.
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Measure 1
Recommendation from the Roadmap №I18 - Turning the Varna-Ruse railway into a two-way
electrified, robotized railway connection
Description
Doubling the existing one-way railway Ruse-Kaspichan section
(135 km)
Rehabilitation / modernization of the existing two-way section of
Kaspichan-Varna (97 km)
Objectives:
> A good rail link will be created for the cities of Ruse and
Varna - important logistical centers in the Danube-Black
Sea region;
> Ensuring the interoperability of railway infrastructure and
the continuity of traffic flows between the Rhine - Danube
Corridor and the Black Sea;
> Integration of the National Transport Network with the
European transport network;
> Creating conditions for increasing the volume of goods
carried on the line due to improved line characteristics in
terms of speed, travel time, capacity and reliability of
service;
> Shifting freight from road to rail, which will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, i.e. will reduce the negative
impact of transport on the environment
Beneficiaries
Economic operators - manufacturers, exporters and importers
from Europe and Asia, who would have a reliable alternative for
freight transport between Central Europe, the Caucasus and Asia
through the Port of Varna gateway;
Transport operators on the Rhine - Danube Corridor who could use
the capacity of Port of Varna;
Road and rail carriers, logistical companies that will have a fast
and reliable rail freight transport link;
Travelers between Bucharest - Ruse - Varna;
Tourist operators serving the tourist flows between Romania and
the Bulgarian Northern Black Sea coast;
Residents in the residential areas along the railway line (from a
safety point of view)
Responsible institution
Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and
Communications; National Railway Infrastructure Company
Steps
1. Pre-feasibility studies for doubling the existing one-way railway
Ruse - Kaspichan section (135 km);
2. Preparation of a tender procedure for construction activities
(according to information from the NRIC there is a complete
project readiness to start the construction activities under the
project "Restoration of project parameters of Ruse-Varna
railway line");
3. Engaging the following stakeholders: the municipalities of
Varna and Burgas with a view of coordinating the projects;
4. Implementation of the respective construction activities;
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Horizon for implementation

Budget

Good practice example

5. Putting into operation of the new/modernized line
2019-2022 (according to the Integrated Transport Strategy for the
period up to 2030; a project to double the railway the Ruse Kaspichan section is not foreseen, but it would be logical to
implement it together with the existing project; if not - the
implementation horizon is 2022 - 2025)
BGN 749 082 890 excluding VAT (Budget of the project for the
recovery of the existing parameters of the existing line Ruse Varna)
+ approximately BGN 175 million, needed for pre-feasibility
studies and construction works to double the railway line between
Ruse and Kaspichan.
In the medium term the realistic goal is to carry out feasibility
studies (without the detailed design stage). According to NRIC
information, these studies for the section Ruse - Varna are
available. For the Ruse - Kaspichan section, the draft budget for
them is between BGN 1 and 2 million.
N/A
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Measure 2
Recommendation from the Roadmap №I287 - Rehabilitation and modernization of Ferryboat
Complex - Varna
Description
Objectives:
> Increasing the capacity and improving the quality of the
services provided by the Ferryboat Complex;
> Increasing the transport flows of goods from and to South
Caucasus, Central Asia and Far East;
> Providing better conditions for larger container ships;
> Increasing the role and importance of the Port of Varna in
the transport system of the Republic of Bulgaria;
> Providing better connectivity to the ports along the
Bulgarian bank of the Danube river
Beneficiaries
Economic operators – producers, import and export oriented
businesses from Cenrtal Europe, the Caucasus, Asia;
Railway and road operators;
Transport and logistics companies;
Local entities related to the services provided by the Ferryboat
complex
Responsible institution
Ministry of Transport Information Technologies and
Communications (MTITC), National Railway infrastructure
company (NRIC), Bulgarian Ports Infrastructure Company,
Municipality of Varna, Road Infrastructure Agency
Steps
1. Pre-feasibility studies and analysis for modernization of the
Ferryboat complex - Varna;
2. Preparation of tender procedure for rehabilitation and
modernization of Ferryboat complex - Varna;
3. Open new warehouses and increasing the capacity of
existing ones;
4. Engaging the following stakeholders: NRIC, Municipality of
Varna, MTITC, Port of Varna, BPI Co, economic operators
and etc.;
5. Carring out the construction works and activities;
6. Putting into operation of the modernized ferryboat complex
Horizon for implementation
OPTTI 2021-2027 г. , Connecting Europe Facility post 2020
Budget
EUR 35 mln.
In the medium term the realistic goal is to carry out feasibility
studies. Budget: BGN 500 000.
Good practice example
The construction of a public ferry terminal in the Port of Gdynia :
https://www.port.gdynia.pl/en/eu-funding ;
The construction of a new terminal for ferries between Malta to
Gozo:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/projects/malta/newferry-terminal-to-boost-tourism-and-business-in-malta-and-gozo ;
Vuosaari Fairway - Improvement of the maritime access of the
Port of Helsinki, Vuosaari Harbour:
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/ceftransport/2017-fi-tm-0027-w
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Measure 3
Recommendation from the Roadmap №I37 - Construction of the "Black Sea" motorway, with
priority in the section Varna - Burgas
Description
Completion of about 95 km. from the highway to connect Varna
and Burgas. At present, about 10 km are built between Varna and
Priselci village
Objectives:
> Connectivity of Varna on the north-south axis (VarnaBurgas), as part of the Pan-European transport corridor
VIII;
> Facilitating the transport links between Varna and
Burgas;
> Overcoming the difficulties with the crossing of Stara
Planina mountain, which significantly slows traffic
especially during the winter period
Beneficiaries
Transport companies operating between Bourgas and Varna,
between Southern and Northern Bulgaria, between Turkey and
Romania;
Tourist flows between Varna and Burgas;
Travel agencies
Responsible institution
Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works (MRDPW);
Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and
Communications; Road Infrastructure Agency (RIA)
Steps
1. Preparation of an extended conceptual design (including
detailed development plan - plot plan); Environment impact
assessment; carrying out preliminary archaeological
research (all in progress).
2. In the case of a concession option, the Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Works should undertake
preparatory actions under the Concessions Act.
3. In case of EU project financing option - inclusion of the
project in an operational program; drawing up a project
fiche
4. Expropriation procedures;
5. Procedure for selecting a private partner;
6. Involving the following additional stakeholders:
Municipality of Varna, Municipality of Burgas, European
Investment Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development
Horizon for implementation
2021
Budget
BGN 525 mln.
In the medium term the realistic goal is to carry out feasibility
studies. Budget: BGN 1 - 2 mln.
Good practice example
Public-Private Partnership to Build Sections of the D4 Motorway
and the R7 Speedway in Slovakia
http://www.ceskainfrastruktura.cz/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Jan-Brazda-_-D4-R7.pdf
http://www.eib.org/infocentre/press/releases/all/2016/2016-
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157-eib-supports-d4-r7-ppp-in-slovakia-with-eur-426-million-offinancing-first-eib-transaction-under-efsi-in-slovakia.htm
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Measure 4
Recommendation from the Roadmap №I38 Building a speed route Varna-Ruse, with a
continuation – building a first-class road Shumen-Ruse
Description
Objectives:
> Improving the road safety between Varna and Ruse ports;
> Ensuring transport connectivity between Ruse and Varna,
the Danube and the Black sea regions;
> Ensuring road infrastructure between the Pan-European
transport corridors VII and VIII;
> Improving the regional economic and social links between
Varna and Ruse;
Beneficiaries
Car users;
Bus operators;
Fleet operators;
Economic operators – producers, merchants of goods and service
providers from and to Europe, Asia and Caucasus via Port of
Varna;
Transport companies which operate along the Rhein -Danube
corridor;
Logistic and transport companies;
Travel agencies
Responsible institution
MRDPW, MTTIC, RIA, Municipality of Varna, Municipality of
Shumen, Municipality of Ruse
Steps
1. Pre-feasibility studies and analysis for construction of high
speed road between Varna and Ruse and shortcut to
Shoumen;
2. Preparation of tender procedure for construction of highspeed road between Varna and Ruse with shortcut to
Shumen;
3. Involving the following additional stakeholders: MRDPW,
MTTIC, RIA, Municipality of Varna, Municipality of
Shumen, Municipality of Ruse;
4. Carring out of construction works;
5. Placing in service of the high-speed road
Horizon for implementation
OPRR 2014 - 2020 г.; OPTTI 2014 – 2020 г.; Loan from
international financial institutions, financial resources from the
state budget; public-private partnership; CEF
Budget
EUR 330 mln. (For instance the construction of high-speed road
between Sunny beach and Burgas (5.8 кm) – total investment
costs EUR 10 mln or approx. EUR 2 mln. per kilometre.
Approximate length of the road between Varna and Ruse - 193
кm.)
In the medium term the realistic goal is to carry out feasibility
studies. Budget: BGN 1 - 2 mln.
Good practice example
N/A
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Measure 5
Recommendation from the Roadmap № B7 - Support for the creation of a Black-Sea High-Tech
Business Park
Description
Establishment of a dedicated area with built infrastructure where
businesses working in the field of maritime industry, transport,
renewable energy can find the right intellectual environment and
support for starting and developing their business and for creating
innovations in areas such as: ship design and construction,
logistical port management, renewable energy sources etc.
Beneficiaries
High-tech companies, start-ups, small and medium-sized
enterprises; universities and research institutes from Varna, the
North East and the South East Planning Region
Responsible institution
Municipality of Varna, NGOs; universities
Steps
A concept for building a Black Sea High-Tech Park is available.
More important follow-up steps:
1. Design of the necessary building infrastructure;
2. Construction works;
3. Supply of specialized equipment and software;
4. Furnishing of the premises;
5. Delivery of necessary computer and office equipment;
6. Selection of the park operator;
7. Drawing up a business plan;
8. Creating a voucher system model;
9. Building a software platform for shared use of the
equipment;
10. Patenting, licensing and certification procedures;
11. Creating a database for the scientific infrastructure;
12. Organizing awareness-raising campaigns
Horizon for implementation
2018 - 2020 (according to the Municipal Development Plan of
Municipality of Varna for the period 2014-2020); 2020 - 2027
(provided that funding is sought from the EU)
Budget
BGN 90 million (approximate budget of Sofia Tech Park - Phase 1
and Phase 2)
Good practice example
Pomurje Technology Park
http://www.smart-production.eu.com/pomurje-technology-park/
https://investincornwall.com/industry/marinetech/
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Measure 6
Recommendation from the Roadmap № Т10 - Finishing and modernisation of the R&D base for
maritime scientifical research
Description
Objectives:
> Improving the scientific research, technnological
development and innovations;
> Establishing research institution that will have the leading
role in the field of ship hydrodynamics, , water transport
and energy saving, ocean engineering, sea and river crises
and disaster management, marine ecology and coastal
protection, facilities for fisheries and aquacultures, marine
renewable energy sources, technology transfer, national
security and defense;
> establishing modern scientific research base which will
help achieve the goals for inteligent and sustainable
economic growth
Beneficiaries
Scientific institutions in Bulgaria and the Black Sea region in
particular; Naval academy in Varna; Bulgarian Ports
Infrastructure Company (BPIC; technical universities; operators of
intermodal terminals and facilities; ship owners; the port
administrations; drilling companies; scientists
Responsible institution
Execute agency “Science and Education for Smart
Growth”;Ministry of Education and Science; MRDPW; Executive
Agency "Bulgarian Accreditation Service" (BSA); Municipality of
Varna
Steps
1. Project application form submission;
2. Preparing tender procedure for delivering and installment
of equipment as well as for construction of new facilities
and labs;
3. Involvement of the following additional stakeholders:
Execute agency “Science and Education for Smart
Growth”, MES, MRDPW, BSA, Municipality of Varna;
4. Carring out construction works and delivery of equipment;
5. Putting into operation of the modernized facility
Horizon for implementation
Operational Programme “Science and Education for Smart
Growth” 2014-2020 (OP SESG), Operational Programme “Regional
Development” 2014-2020 г., Horizon 2020
Budget
EUR 35 mln.
Good practice example
National center of mechatronics and clean techhologies: Project
BG05M2OP001-1.001-0008, funded by OP SESG 2014-2020
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Measure 7
Recommendation from the Roadmap №I286 - Design and construction of reception and
purification of ballast and santinas waters facilities
Description
Objectives:
> Environment protection and avoiding the spreading of
invasive species;
> Ensuring better environment and protecting the flora and
fauna;
> Purification of ballast waters;
> Responding to the new rules and conventions for ballast
waters management
Beneficiaries
Port of Varna, Municipality of Varna, Dockyard "Odessos",
Lesport, the naval base, Varna shipyards, travel agencies, hotel
operators, tourists
Responsible institution
MOEW, MRDPW, Ministry of Agriculture MAFF, Municipality of
Varna, Port of Varna
Steps
1. Pre-feasibility studies and analyses;
2. Preparing tender procedure for construction works;
3. Involvement of the following additional stakeholders:
MOEW, MRDPW, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Forestry, Municipality of Varna, Port of Varna;
4. Implementation of the contruction works;
5. Putting in service of the new facility
Horizon for implementation
Post 2018
Budget
EUR 20 mln.
Good practice example
Ballast management system:
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/en/publications/technicaldocuments/control-and-management-of-ships2019-ballast-waterin-the-adriatic-sea-region.-a-collection-of-legal-texts
North Sea Ballast Water Opportunity
http://archive.northsearegion.eu/ivb/projects/details/&tid=89
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Measure 8
Recommendation from the Roadmap №C55 - Creating Black Sea networks to popularise joint
initiatives for tourist and maritime sector development
Description
Objectives:
> Enchansing the intrerest to the tourist products and
opportunities offered by the Region of Varna;
> Improving the exchange of knowledge, communication on
environmentally sustainable tourism within the Danube Black sea region;
> Improving the cooperation between tourist operators;
> Promoting the sustainable tourism potential within the
Black Sea region;
> Improving the exchange, aviability and accessability of
tourism data and infotmation
Beneficiaries
Tourist operators;
Tourism services providers and users of tourism products;
Local and regional business;
Hotel owners and investors;
Transport operators
Responsible institution
Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Works, Municipality of Varna, private
secor
Steps
1. Research on the demand of tourism services and products
in the Black Sea region;
2. Preparation of project fiche under the Operational
programme “Transborder cooperation” or Operational
Programme "Innovation and Competitiveness";
3. Involvement of the following additional stakeholders:
Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of
Regional Development and Public Works, Municipality of
Varna, private secor;
4. Implementation of the activities within the project
Horizon for implementation
2018-2020
Budget
EUR 1 mln
Good practice example
Creation of a Black Sea Sustainable Tourism Network
http://blackseatourism.net/new/home/
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Measure 9
Recommendation from the Roadmap № C54 - Set up a cooperation platform for relevant
associations
Description
Creating a technology cooperation platform and/or in areas
where specific regional knowledge is available, such as marine
industry, Black Sea resource utilization, renewable energy sources
such as water and wind, transport and tourism. The aim is to
promote cooperation between specific clusters, NGOs, business
and public institutions to enhance the competitiveness of the
industry and the organizations working in them.
Beneficiaries
Technological companies, Economic operators in the marine
industry, Tourist operators, Clusters and NGOs
Responsible institution
Municipality of Varna;
Sea Cluster Bulgaria;
ICT Cluster – Varna;
Ministry of Economy and Tourism (Operational Program
"Innovation and Competitiveness")
Steps
Preparatory stage:
1. Identifying an area where local knowledge exists and/or
which contains economic potential (e.g. maritime
activities, tourism);
2. Defining a clear objective for the platform (e.g. promoting
technology transfer, creating new products and services,
pooling existing initiatives in a common product);
3. Determining the geographical scope depending on factors
such as: common interests, level of development;
4. Identifying a responsible institution from the Region of
Varna which will take the initiative to establish a platform
for cooperation
Stage of realization (on a project basis):
1. Identifying a program to finance the initiative (e.g. OPIC);
2. Preparation of a project by the responsible institution;
3. Provisioning of the cooperation platform;
4. Preparing market research for the sector in which the
initiative will be implemented;
5. Developing a development strategy for the platform;
6. Creating a website of the platform
7. Linking activities between organizations participating in
the platform;
8. Participation in events (exhibitions, conferences)
Horizon for implementation
2018 - 2020 (according to the Roadmap); 2020 - 2027 (provided
that support from EU funds is sought)
Budget
BGN 500 000 (including operating funds for a period of 2 years)
Good practice example
Project CULTPLATFORM_21:
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/cultplatform21
Education Reform Initiative of South East Europe (ERI SEE):
http://www.erisee.org/
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MADE IN DANUBE: http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approvedprojects/made-in-danube
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Measure 10
Recommendation from the Roadmap №S13 - Development of the complex of Port Varna and the
ports in the Lakes of Varna and Beloslav and turning it into a logistic and distribution connection
center of Pan-European transport corridors VII, VIII, IX and TRASECA
Description
Objectives:
> Establishing the city of Varna as a core port and
important logistic hub within the Black sea region;
> Attracting more traffic flows from the South Caucasus,
Asia and Europe;
> Accommodation of larger ships;
> Increasing the capacity of the port infrastructure;
> Improving the services provided
Beneficiaries
Transport and logistic operators;
Distributors and merchants;
Local producers of goods and providers of services;
Tour operators;
Fisheries industry
Responsible institution
MTITC, MRDPW, BPIC, Municipality of Varna, Port of Varna
Steps
1. Carring out market research on the development of port
Varna and turning it into logistic center of Pan-European
transport corridors VII, VIII, IX and TRASECA;
2. Identifying appropriate programme for supporting and
funding the project idea: Operational Programme "Transport
and Transport Infrastructure" 2014 - 2020, Connecting Europe
Facility, Black Sea Basin Programme 2014-2020;
3. Involving the following additional stakeholders: MTITC,
MRDPW, MOEW, BPIC, Municipality of Varna, Black Sea
countries;
4. Preparation of project fiche;
5. Implementation of the project
Horizon for implementation
Post 2020 provided that the appropriate funding is sought
Budget
EUR 28 mln.
Good practice example
Sweden-Poland Sustainable Sea-Hinterland Services "Sustainable
Swinoujscie-Trelleborg MoS
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/ceftransport/2014-eu-tmc-0641-m ;
Dublin Port Alexandra Basin Redevelopment
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/ceftransport/2014-ie-tm-0222-w
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Analytical argumentation of the selection of the measures and their connection with other
measures/regions in the Roadmap, according to their importance
In the process of globalization of the world economy and the ever-increasing integration processes
between the countries of Western, Central and Eastern Europe, there is an opportunity to expand
and deepen economic ties with the countries of the Danube - Black Sea region. This determines to a
great extent the importance of economically active zones located along this larger geographical
area. These zones are naturally formed around the larger cities and ports through which the major
trade routes and exchange between Europe and Asia take place.
Strengthening the Danube and the Black Sea region is an important component of the policy to
overcome economic disproportions between Western, Central and Eastern European countries. This
is also determined by the fact that, from a purely geographical point of view, the region is the
natural gateway of Europe to the countries of Asia, the Caucasus, the Middle East and the Far East.
The presence of global interests aimed at redistribution of goods in the region raises the need for an
increasingly intensive policy of cooperation and interaction between cities, ports and regions, with a
view of achieving sustainable and balanced infrastructure base, broader economic development and
growth.
Among the the most serious problems faced by the cities and ports that fall within the area of the
Danube - Black Sea region is the lack of integration between the different transport systems, which
in turn does not allow for the region’s full potential and its affirmation as attractive area of
enhanced trade and economic exchange to materialize.
Insufficiently good management of the interaction between the different modes of transport and of
their integration into a single and interdependent system leads in practice to the marginalization of
some regions compared to others within the Danube - Black Sea region. Conducting a conscious
policy at pan-European and regional level aimed at improving the regional, trans-national transport
and economic links would contribute not only to increasing mobility but also to opening up of
regions to each other, both nationally and internationally. This would strengthen the gravitational
links between larger and smaller regions, which would lead to the creation of intensive areas of
economic development that offer far greater opportunities.
Against the backgroung of the macro-level trends and challenges identified above, the Region of
Varna faces the challenge of concentrating its efforts on achieving the priorities that can help it
realize its potential within the Danube - Black Sea region. The choice of measures must fall within
the pursuit of the vision for the Region of Varna: to become a significant transport gateway between
Central and Western Europe on one hand, and the Caspian Region and the Far East on the other.
In selecting its priority projects, Region of Varna is driven by the desire to become an area with
excellent railway, road and water transport infrastructure that is environmentally sustainable,
attracts and retains high-quality specialists and provides opportunities for development and
exchange in research and technology.
In this context, achieving connectivity of the region is vital. In order to achieve its goals, Varna should
have a transport infrastructure that provides geographical and economic connectivity within its
hinterland with the other two major Danube and Black Sea centers in Bulgaria - Ruse and Burgas, the
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TEN-T Corridors Rhine - Danube and Orient/East-Med as well as with the countries of the Caucasus,
Central Asia and the Far East.
In addition, Varna should create opportunities for cooperation in the development of research and
technology in areas where the region has specific knowledge, such as the maritime industry,
transport, tourism and renewable energy. This will allow the region to become a vibrant economic
area offering a wide range of opportunities and attracting rising flows of passengers and cargo.
In view of these considerations, the Region of Varna identified ten measures that should be
included in its Action Plan as an element of the Roadmap for the development of the Danube - Black
Sea Region. The measures are in the following directions:
> Improving the transport and logistical infrastructure;
> Raising the level of environmental protection;
> Technology and research;
> Tourism;
> Mutual cooperation in priority areas
The priority measures have been selected to meet several key criteria that ensure that the Action
Plan will include projects whose implementation will give the strongest impetus to realizing the
vision of Varna.
Firstly, all measures are included in strategic documents at supranational, national and regional
level, including: the Danube Strategy, the Municipal Development Plan of Municipality of Varna 2014
- 2020, Strategy for the Development of the Region of Varna for the period 2014-2020, the Regional
Development Plan for the North-East Region for the Period 2014-2020 as well as sectoral strategic
documents such as the Integrated Transport Strategy for the period up to 2030, the Railway
Infrastructure Development and Operation Program 2017-2021, the National Roadmap for Research
Infrastructure for the period 2017-2023. The presence of the measures in the Action Plan in different
strategic documents ensures institutional support for their implementation, including the provision
of funding sources. Indeed, the funding issue is essential. Indeed from the description of the priority
projects one can see that significant resources are needed for their realization. With regard to the
transport projects that are most resource-intensive, the realistic objective for the Region of Varna in
the medium term is to provide funds for feasibility studies. This would result in project readiness, so
that when there are funds for the complete realization of the projects it would be easier to move
towards the essential actions for building the respective transport infrastructure.
The measures are aimed at overcoming specific challenges that stand in the way of realizing the
vision of the region to become an economically stable and sustainable freight transport gateway
between Central and Western Europe on the one hand and the Caspian and Far East, on the other.
From the transport point of view, these challenges are in the following directions:
> Lack of interoperability of the transport systems;
> Obsolete transport infrastructure;
> Imbalance between road and railway transport of goods and passengers;
> Lack of fast, reliable and safe connection with the other ports in the Danube - Black Sea
region, with the hinterland of Varna in North East Bulgaria, with the TEN-T corridors RhineDanube and Orient/East-Med, with Pan-European Corridors VIII and IX, and TRACECA.
In the field of research and innovation, the Region of Varna faces low share of innovative
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enterprises, lack of investment in research infrastructure and lack of linkages between research
potential and investors, impossibility to assess the application potential of innovation, limitation of
the innovation activities only to the stage the development of the innovation.
Perhaps the most important criterion for choosing measures in the plan is the existence of
interdependence and interrelation between them. It is believed that the realization of
interconnected measures from different spheres will significantly increase the chances of the Region
of Varna to become a place where transport, human and scientific potential interact and make it a
reliable and attractive transport and economic zone. All measures in the transport sphere interact
to help generate larger volumes of freight passing through Varna; to achieve better intermodality
from internal and external regional point of view; and to improve the attractiveness of the
hinterland of Varna as a transport gateway. Special attention is paid to the advantages of the
railway transport in terms of combining the potential of rail to move larger volumes of cargo in a
reliable way over longer distances with the ability of the road transport for the door-to-door
approach – transporting smaller volumes to smaller destinations and residential areas.
There is a direct link between improved transport infrastructure and better and reliable access to
research and technology, and for improved conditions for exchange and networking. This aspect is
important for maximizing the potential of the Region of Varna to attract research potential and
investments from other regions. In addition, the existence of serious research and technological
potential in Varna will create the opportunity to apply innovative methods and services in the
operations of the complex of ports in Varna.
Another criterion in the selection of the measures is the expected medium- and long-term effect
for the Region of Varna as a result of their realization. Measures have been selected to best assist
the realization of the vision of turning the region into a transport gateway through:
> Strengthening the degree of integration within the hinterland of Varna;
> Generation of economic activity in the region's hinterland, and in particular along the Varna
- Ruse axis;
> Generation of additional transport flows – passenger and freight traffic or increase in the
intensity of traffic flows passing through Varna;
> Enhanced importance of Varna on the Danube - Black Sea axis: connection with the RhineDanube Corridor, Burgas, Pan-European Corridors VIII and IX, Caucasus and TRACECA;
> Connecting the Region of Varna to other important economic centers located in the
Danube - Black Sea region.
The criteria for selected projects are detailed below.
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Measure 1
Recommended from Road Map №I18 – Turning the Varna-Ruse railway into a two-way electrified,
robotized railway connection
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region)
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020;
Integrated transport strategy 2030;
Railway Infrastructure Development Program 20172021
Challenges it addresses
Lack of Interoperability between:
> The transport systems of the Danube – Black sea
region countries
> The Rhein – Danube corridor and Port Varna
> Railway infrastructure within Port Varna and
Varna hinterland
Wear and tear on bridges and tunnels, platforms as
well as stations and etc.);
Obsolete railway systems and infrastructure;
High disproportion between the transport modes in
favor of road transport
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other transport measures:
Roadmap
> The construction of railway line Varna – Ruse
will result in increasing the freight volumes
processed at Port of Varna;
> Better interoperability between the Varna
hinterland and other regions;
> Better interoperability along the following
chain:
1. Danube river transport system
2. Railway links in the Region of Varna
3. Intermodal terminal Varna
> Improving the attractiveness of Varna
hinterland as a transport gateway offering more
than one option to choose transport mode in
terms of speed, specific characteristics of the
freight, services provided, destination, time
saving etc.;
Interrelation with the measures in the field of research
and technology in terms of application of new
methods and practices in transport and logistics
Expected effects
Promoting railway transport and thus contributing to
the protection of the environment;
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Generating investment interest in the North East
region especially along the Varna - Ruse axis;
High level of connectivity with the rest of the region;
Increasing the connectivity within the Varna
hinterland;
Generating transport flows – passengers, freight as
well as transit flows crossing the Region of Varna;
Increasing the presence of Varna in Danube – Black
sea region: connectivity with Rhein - Danube corridor
as well as with Pan-European Corridor IX;
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Measure 2
Recommendation from Road map I287 - Rehabilitation and modernization of Ferryboat Complex Varna
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Regional Plan for the Development of North East
Region for the Period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
 Run-down ferryboat facilities;
 Poor services provided;
 Non-competitive services provided by the
ferryboat complex compared to other similar
entities located in the Black Sea region;
 Insufficient capacity in freight processing
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other measures:
Roadmap
> Contribution for increasing the rail freight along
the rail axis Varna - Ruse;
> Increasing the intermodal services within Varna
hinterland and with other regions;
> Increasing the intermodal connectivity along the
axis:
1. Inland waterway transport along the
Danube river;
2. Better railway links within the Region of
Varna;
3. Better road transport links between
Varna and Burgas
> Improving the attractiveness of Port of Varna as
transport gateway offering various types of
transport services in terms of time saving, cargo
type, origin, destination etc.
Expected effects
 Improving the cargo flows by using the
advantages of maritime cargo traffic along the
axis Varna - Poti/Batumi, Varna Chornomorsk, Varna - Kavkaz, Asia and the Far
East;
 Improving the environmental protection by
encouraging the use of environment- friendly
transport modes;
 Generating economic activity as a result of the
increased capacity of the ferryboat complex;
 Improving the transport links with the port of
Ruse and other ports located along the
Danube river;
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Better connectivity between the ports in the
Danube - Black sea region;
Opportunity for industrial tourism;
Improving the port infrastructure systems for
environmental protection
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Measure 3
Recommendation from the road map №I37 – Construction of the Black Sea Motorway between
Varna and Burgas
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
One of the key projects for the development of the
region laid down in the Regional Plan for the
Development of North East Region for the Period
2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
 Overcoming the difficult crossing of the Stara
Planina mountain which hinders the traffic
especially during the winter;
 Overcoming the disconnectivity between the
North and South Bulgaria
Interrelation with other measures in the
 Achieving better intermodal connection as
Roadmap
follows:
1. Danube river transport;
2. Railway transport within the Region of
Varna;
3. Varna intermodal terminal;
4. Road transport between Varna and
Burgas;
 Combining the capacity of the railway
transport for the transport of larger volumes
of cargo more reliably over longer distances
with the ability of the road transport for doorto-door approach: transport of smaller
volumes to smaller destinations and
residential areas;
 Achieving connectivity between the regional
centers Ruse, Varna and Burgas by completing
the road connections between them;
 Promoting the establishment of cooperation
networks by improving the transport
infrastructure;
 Promoting tourism by providing road link
between the two major tourist centers - Varna
and Burgas and the smaller tourist
destinations along the North and South Black
Sea coast;
 Improvement of the logistical potential of the
complex of ports in the Region of Varna and
its connection with Southern Bulgaria and the
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Expected effects
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other large Black Sea center - Burgas;
connection with Pan-European corridor VIII;
integration of the Region of Varna with the
Orient/East- Med corridor; linking the Region
of Varna with the Greek and Turkish ports in
the Mediterranean
Reducing road transport costs in the presence
of a faster connection;
Travel time savings;
Reducing the environmental costs;
Reducing the number of accidents;
Growth of tourist flows and tourist exchange
between the regions of Varna and Burgas,
between the Northern and Southern Black Sea
coasts; increasing tourist flows from Romania;
Strengthening the degree of cohesion within
the hinterland of Varna;
Integration of the Region of Varna and the
complex of ports with Orient/East-Med
corridor, Pan-European corridor VIII, the
Turkish and Greek Mediterranean ports
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Measure 4
Recommendation from Road map I035 – Building a speed route Varna-Russe, with a continuation
– building a first-class road Shumen-Ruse
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Regional Plan for the Development of North East
Region for the Period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
 Limited road capacity;
 Limited capacity in transportation services
because of the poor condition of the road
infrastructure and the higher risk of road
incidents;
 Time-consuming travelling;
 Poor opportunities to increase the economic
activity between Varna and Ruse and within
the Varna hinterland;
 Insufficient connectivity between the cities in
the region;
 Isolation
Interrelation with other measures in the
 Strengthening the intermodality between
Roadmap
Varna hinterland and other regions;
 Strengthening intermodal connections along
the following axis:
1. River transport along the Danube region
2. Road link between Varna and Burgas;
 Making the Port of Varna more attractive as
transport gateway offering different transport
mode services in terms of time saving, cargo
characteristics, origin and destination etc.
Expected effects
 Generating economic activity in NorthEastern Bulgaria especially along the Varna Ruse axis;
 Better opportunities to establish and develop
economic zones between the cities located
along the Danube - Black Sea Region;
 Achieving better cohesion within the Varna
hinterland;
 Generating transport flows – passenger and
freight;
 Increasing the road safety and decreasing the
number of road accidents;
 Increasing the intensity of transport flows
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passing through Varna;
Decreasing the CO2 emmissions as a result of
better and safer road connection;
Increasing the importance of Varna as
transport hub along the Danube - Black Sea
Region: creating better connection with the
Rhein - Danube transport corridor, with the
city of Burgas as well as with Pan-European
transport corridors VII and IX and TRACECA;
Increasing tourism flows as a result of better
opportunities for individual and group
transportation
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Measure 5
Recommendation from Road map № B7 – Support for the creation of a Black-Sea High-Tech
Business Park
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
> Few innovative companies in Varna; low share
of companies that develop new or more
sophisticated products;
> Lack of investment in research infrastructure;
> Lack of interconnection between research
potential and investment;
> Inability to assess the applicability potential of
innovation;
> The innovation activities carried out by
researchers are limited to the development
stage
Interrelation with other measures in the
 High potential of applying innovative methods
Roadmap
and services at the complex of ports in Varna;
 Improving the ability of the Region of Varna to
attract more science and research potential
and investment from the Region of Burgas;
 Improving the potential of Varna to attract
more science and research activities from
Northern Bulgaria;
 Achieving high level of integration between
the innovative potential of SMEs and the
scientific knowledge capacity accumulated by
existing institutions;
 Development of innovative products for
environmental protection;
 Involving the high-tech park in networks for
innovation development in the fields of
maritime industry, transport, Black Sea
resource management, renewable energy
sources – water and wind energy;
 Contribution of the innovation in the field of
transport, logistics and maritime research for
the development of the ports in Varna
Expected effects
 Promoting the innovative potential of the
transport sector;
 Improving the effectiveness of the operations
of the ports in Varna through practical
implementation of innovative products and
services in the transport and maritime
industry;
 Better cohesion within Varna hinterland;
 Integration of Region of Varna and the
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complex of ports with the Orient/East-Med
corridor, Pan-European corridor VIII, the
Turkish and Greek Mediterranean ports
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Measures 6
Reccomendation from Road map T011 - Finishing and modernisation of the R&D base for
maritime scientifical research
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020;
National Roadmap for Research Infrastructure 20172023
Challenges it addresses
> Outdated research facilities and labs;
> Lack of opportunities and conditions for carrying
out sufficient number of practical experiments and
for simulating experiments in a real environment;
> Lack of competitiveness compared to similar
institutions;
> Lack of sufficient number of specialists
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other transport measures:
Roadmap
> Achieving better cooperation with the Port of
Varna and other transport institutions for
practical application of research;
Integration with other measures in the field of
research and innovation:
> Cooperation with other similar institutions and
research organizations
Expected effects
 Increased scientific research and know-how in
areas such as hydrodynamics;
 Modern facilities and better conditions for
carrying out research;
 Better cooperation and exchange of
knowledge and best practices with other
research institutiond and labs;
 Improved qualification of experts;
 Opportunities for development of scientific
tourism
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Measure 7
Recommendation from Road map №I286 - Design and construction of reception and purification
of Ballast and Santinas facilities waters
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
> Lack of reception facility for ballast water;
> Lack of reliable ballast water management
systems;
> Risk of spreading bacteriological species that
could threaten the Black Sea flora and fauna
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other transport measures:
Roadmap
> Achieving better cooperation with the Port of
Varna and other institutions in order to
comply with the environmental safety
measures;
Integration with other measures in the field of science
and innovation:
> Interaction with institutions and organizations
in carrying out analyses, samples and studies
on the effect of ballast water on local flora
and fauna
With regard to tourism:
> Through the creation of Black Sea networks the
activities of Port of Varna will be better
promoted as infrastructure equipped with the
most modern treatment facilities contributing
to the protection of the environment
Expected effects
 Higher standards for environmental protection
and management of ballast water;
 Preventing the risks of spreading ecological
and health problems due to the use of ballast
water;
 Prevention of the risks of spreading species
that could threaten the local flora and fauna.
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Measure 8
Recommendation from the road map № C55 – Creating Black Sea networks to popularise joint
initiatives for tourist and maritime sector development
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
 Insufficient interconnection between the
regions with regards to the provision of
tourism services;
 Unused opportunities to increase the tourism
potential of the region especially Varna in
terms of cultural, heritage and scientific
tourism
Interrelation with other measures in the
 Connecting tourism and transport in a system
Roadmap
in order to provide better services and
products;
 Ensuring better infrastructure access to the
tourist attraction and sights;
 Promoting tourist products and services that
are environmentally friendly;
 Promoting scientific institutes and research
centers that are located in the Region of Varna
Expected effects
 Providing higher-quality tourist services;
 Improved tourist infrastructure;
 New tourist products in the field of scientific,
cultural and historical tourism;
 Better connectivity and cooperation; between
the different regions in the field of tourism;
 Ensuring better access to tourist sites and
attractions
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Measure 9
Recommendation from the Road map 9 №C54 – Set up a cooperation platform for relevant
associations
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Danube strategy
Challenges it addresses
Undeveloped partnership networking and territorial
integration between the stakeholders in the North
East Planning Region of Bulgaria (the problem is
identified in the Regional Plan for the Development of
North East Region for the Period 2014-2020)
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other measures :
Roadmap
 Securing appropriate infrastructure in order to
improve the relations with associated
organizations from the Danube region,
Northeastern Bulgaria and the North East
Planning Region of Bulgaria;
 Securing appropriate infrastructure in order to
improve the relations with associated
organization from Burgas region and the South
of Bulgaria;
 Creating opportunities for technological
transfer of R&D and innovation; promoting
the exchange of experts working in areas such
as: maritime industry, transport, management
of the Black Sea resources, renewable energy
resources – energy from wind and water
Expected effects
Improving the competitiveness of companies
operating in sectors defined as important for Varna
(maritime industry, transport, management of Black
Sea resources, renewable energy resources, tourism)
by the means of:
> Improving the communication and
cooperation between the companies located
in the region, in Varna hinterland and the
Danube - Black sea region;
> Improving the relations with universities and
research institutions;
 Improving the qualification of experts
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Measure 10
Recommendation from the Road map № S13 – Development of the complex of Port Varna and the
ports in the Lakes of Varna and Beloslav and turning it into a logistic and distribution connection
center of Pan-European transport corridors VII, VIII, IX and TRACECA
Criteria
Part of the following strategic documents
Strategy for economic and logistical development of
the region (Research on the potential for development
of port Varna hinterland including industrial zones
and synergy Danube – Black sea – Far East cargo traffic
as an Element of the Joint Vision – Development
Strategy for the DBS Gateway Region);
Strategy for the Development of the Municipality of
Varna for the period 2014-2020;
Strategy for the Development of the Region of Varna
for the period 2014-2020
Challenges it addresses
 Lack of appropriate logistical infrastructure
and facilities that provide high-quality
services;
 Ineffectiveness in using the potential of Varna
as transport hub for transportation of goods
and services to and from the Caucasus, Central
Asia and the Far East;
 Lack of competitiveness compared to other
ports in the Black Sea region;
 Incapability to handle larger container
volumes passing through the Black Sea;
 Lack of interoperability between the transport
modes and systems
Interrelation with other measures in the
Integration with other transport measures:
Roadmap
> Establishing connection with the railway
infrastructure;
> Establishing connection with the road
infrastructure;
Integration with other environmental measures:
> Implementing common environmental
standards;
> Implementing measures to introduce technical
standards and environmental requirements in
the cargo handling operations;
> Improving industrial tourism services and
products
Expected effects
 Increasing the potential and influence of
Varna along the Danube - Black sea axis:
establishing better links and connection with
the Rhein - Danube corridor, Pan-European
transport corridors VIII and IX as well as
TRACECA and the Caucasus;
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Increasing the economic activity in North East
Bulgaria along the axis Varna - Ruse;
Ensuring better connectivity between the
regions and especially between the hinterland
zones;
Increasing the transport flows – freight and
passengers;
Increasing the number of cargo units passing
through Varna and its ports
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